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ow should the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) respond to
the challenges of the new century? As recently as the early 1990s
governments and policymakers in Latin America and the Caribbean
relied on the IDB and other multilateral institutions not only as important
sources of finance but also for ideas and technical assistance in designing economic policies. Partly as a result of this advice, many countries
implemented wide-ranging market-oriented reforms to accelerate their
integration into the world economy. But the perception grew that the
agenda advised by Washington and the multilaterals did not represent the
interests of the region. The failure of the reforms to fully satisfy expectations for more rapid growth and poverty reduction heightened tensions.
Meanwhile, countries developed stronger local economic expertise, vastly
improving the quality of the domestic policy debate.
As a result, the market for the IDB’s services has changed dramatically.
Rapid growth in private capital flows has made its financial resources less
important than in the past. And political leaders are increasingly articulating their own vision on how to bring about inclusive growth in Latin America and the Caribbean, thereby reducing their need for advice from
Washington. Yet the region is struggling with complex economic challenges that cannot adequately be addressed by individual nations or
regional groupings, such as the Organization of American States. And
there is no shortage of problems to be solved. The IDB’s mission of promoting inclusive growth is closely aligned with the region’s most pressing
needs.
The selection of a new president to lead the IDB presents an opportunity for the institution to reassess its role and reshape its products and services to better address current challenges. In response to this opportunity,
the Latin American Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee and the Center for Global Development prepared this report for Luis Alberto Moreno,
the new president of the IDB. This report lays out key challenges facing
the institution, explains how the IDB is uniquely poised to address them,
and offers six recommendations for the new president to consider as he
launches what can and should be a new era at the IDB.1

H

1. A thoughtful series of internal and external reports produced over the past few years has raised
important issues and challenges for the IDB, thus creating a blueprint for change that has been discussed at various levels among the shareholders. See, for instance, External Advisory Group (2002);
IDB Office of Evaluation and Oversight (2004); and Gurría and Volcker (2001).
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Key challenges in the new era

Any effort to
reinvigorate the IDB
must confront serious
risks and challenges
Fortunately, the IDB
also has key strengths
for confronting these
challenges

Any effort to reinvigorate the IDB must confront serious risks and challenges.
• The IDB’s relevance among middle-income countries is at risk.
With highly cyclical external conditions, important segments of the
membership with access to capital markets no longer require IDB
financing in good times, while the assistance needed in times of difficulty far exceeds the IDB’s capacity.
• The IDB might encounter significant difficulty meeting future
demands. As significant global imbalances persist, the region may
once again be heading for stormy waters, where external conditions
become adverse and access to financial markets restricted. These
conditions may impose important demands on the IDB, and it is
unclear whether resources and programs needed to respond are sufficient.
• Tension is rising over the market-driven development model, as
greater ideological divisions begin to spill into the economic policy discussion. In part, this reflects the rising frustration with ongoing reforms, as growth has been disappointing even when global
conditions were very favorable. And there is rising impatience with
corruption and injustice. Unfortunately, justifiable demands are creating risks for future development—and for democracy itself—as
voters are seduced by easy populist answers.
• Long-standing political pressures and bureaucratic traditions
may undermine the IDB’s effectiveness. For example, pressure on
the president to satisfy various shareholders through senior appointments is not always conducive to excellence and divides the IDB into
informal nationality fiefdoms.

Strengths for confronting these challenges
Fortunately, the IDB also has key strengths for confronting these challenges.
• A solid sense of regional ownership. Compared with other multilateral institutions, the IDB has a more transparent and inclusive procedure for selecting its president, giving it far better governance
credentials, contributing to a strong sense of regional ownership, and
reinforcing its credibility with its membership.
• A uniquely effective regional forum. The IDB is one of the few international settings where the single largest shareholder and the regional
borrowers have a long history of practical cooperation on economic
matters.
• A strong record of promoting regional integration and supporting
subregional institutions. Integration and capacity building contribute
to improving Latin America and the Caribbean’s competitiveness in the
global economy.
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• Wide potential for expanding private sector operations. Unlike the
situation of the World Bank, IDB lending does not require a guarantee
by a sovereign borrowing member. Thus the IDB has no restriction on
lending directly to the private sector and other nonsovereign entities.
It is free to lend to subsovereigns and subregional entities such as the
Central American Development Bank (CABEI) and can pursue innovative, catalytic approaches to private sector development.
• Skilled and knowledgeable staff. Personnel provide a strong human
capital base with unique regional expertise, reflecting the extraordinary depth and breadth of professional expertise in the Latin America and Caribbean region.

Two cross-cutting themes: Flexibility and
enhanced support for market-led growth
Articulating countries’ reform programs is a complex process, and the
diversity of views and needs in the region is significant. More mature
domestic policy discussions, the desire for ownership, and the recognition
of diversity all challenge the IDB to remain relevant in its policy advice as
its financing capacity shrinks in relation to private capital flows. In this challenging new environment, two themes cut across all recommendations:
becoming more flexible in the products and services that the IDB offers
and enhancing support for reforms that facilitate market-led growth.
Flexibility is crucial because the region is part of a global economy that
will continue to change rapidly—sometimes in ways difficult to predict.
Given its comparative advantage in terms of ownership by the region, the
IDB is uniquely positioned to respond actively and effectively to the
diverse and evolving needs of Latin American and Caribbean economies.
It should define its tasks like a club in which its members continuously
review their priorities, identifying the needs of the region and building up
the necessary resources and capacities for an effective response. Moreover, and as indicated throughout this report, the IDB’s commitment to
flexibility should also be reflected in its reliance on risk management practices based on financial soundness indicators rather than artificial quantitative limits.
It is also crucial that the IDB build upon its efforts to support members
in designing and implementing market-oriented reforms that encourage
private investment and increase competitiveness. Differences among
countries notwithstanding, the most important obstacles to growth in the
region are market failures, lack of know-how, and inadequate policies
rather than lack of capital (box 1). The IDB should continue to support
reforms that promote open, market-driven economies in which the private
sector, especially the domestic private sector, is the engine of growth. A
primary focus should be the use of the IDB’s resources and advice to help
improve the environment for private investment, both domestic and foreign. At the same time, it should encourage and support public sector

Flexibility is crucial
because the region is
part of a global
economy that will
continue to change
rapidly—sometimes in
ways difficult to
predict
It is also crucial that
the IDB build upon its
efforts to support
members in designing
and implementing
market-oriented
reforms that
encourage private
investment and
increase
competitiveness
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Box 1

The region’s
competitiveness is
undermined by
inadequate
infrastructure,
education, and
governance and by
inefficient labor
markets

The IDB and the region’s poorest countries

In contrast to middle-income countries, the poorer countries in Latin America
and the Caribbean generally face severe constraints in terms of their access to
the international capital markets. The poorest countries that borrow from the
soft window of the IDB and “low middle-income” countries such as Ecuador,
Guatemala, and Paraguay face the same challenges and problems with which
this report deals, including social gaps, fragile political and economic institutions, weak local capital markets, and vulnerability to volatile global financial
markets. In addition, they need more access to finance to increase the pace of
development investment while maintaining fiscal discipline. The role of the IDB
in these countries is not to become another aid agency, but instead to exploit
its comparative advantages to the fullest by providing adequate policy advice
and, to the extent possible, soft lending financing.

efforts to pursue social policies that increase the inclusiveness of the
growth process.

Six recommendations for the new president
To respond flexibly to global conditions while helping governments
design and implement market-oriented policies that foster inclusive
growth, the IDB must address six issues that currently hinder its performance. We recommend that the president consider our recommendations for these six issues as the basis for a medium-term strategic plan
for a new era at the IDB.

1. Support policy and institutional reform
In an increasingly integrated global economy the need to remain competitive is essential. Growth in Latin America and the Caribbean is constrained by loss of competitiveness relative to both rich countries and
other developing regions, particularly Asia.2 The region’s competitiveness is undermined by inadequate infrastructure, education, and governance and by inefficient labor markets. In addressing these problems the
IDB is engaging in dialogue with member countries to improve policy
implementation and to strengthen competitiveness programs. In addition, it is supporting the capacity building of the region’s public institutions, which entails working with parliaments, the judiciary, and local
governments.
Increasing competitiveness requires sound policies and stronger institutions, and the IDB is already helping to finance efforts to address both
needs. In this regard, policy-based loans have been an important tool, providing flexible support for institutional and policy changes.
2. We endorse the views on national competitiveness as a basic tool for development expressed in the
report of the IDB External Advisory Group (2002).
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To more effectively finance policy and institutional reform, we
recommend:
• Removing restrictions that allow no more than $4.5 billion of Ordinary
Capital resources and $300 million of Fund for Special Operations
resources to be used for policy-based loans. Removing these restrictions would increase the IDB’s flexibility in carrying out its operations.
To better support institutional and policy reforms, policy-based loans
should become a regular and fully accepted IDB product.3
• Creating a hassle-free loan to support the strategies of countries well
along in the reform process. Unlike policy-based loans and other IDB
products, this instrument would be available only to countries that
prequalify by meeting specific standards, such as protection of the
environment, safeguards in procurement, and fiscal transparency.
Countries that qualify would access the line up to authorized limits
while avoiding the hassle associated with disbursing regular loans.
After disbursement, the borrower would be required to maintain the
agreed standards and be subject to an annual review.4
• Providing countercyclical emergency loans using the IDB’s facilities,
subject to the various conditions that justify its participation in International Monetary Fund–led programs. Participation in emergency
financing should be carried with the IDB’s own conditionality, so that
its capital is used to attain its own goals. One possibility is to offer
prequalified countries a line of credit with traditional maturity of five
to seven years to support public sector financing. Prequalification
could be based on standards similar to those applying to the new
hassle-free loans proposed above. Additional recommendations to
help countries during volatile periods are contained in recommendation 6 below.
2. Expand and modernize private sector operations
Achieving market-led growth in Latin America and the Caribbean requires
a pivotal role for the private sector. However, many factors hinder the funding of private projects in the region, including: the presence of market failures that inhibit investment and innovation, the continuing large
involvement of the state in fundamentally private productive and financial
activities, the persistence of regulatory and legal problems, and deficiencies in corporate governance. All these factors constrain the development
of financial markets.
Given that the IDB has no restrictions on lending to the private sector
and subsovereign entities, such as municipalities, it is time to expand and
modernize its private sector lending and to more aggressively explore the
potential for direct lending to subsovereigns.5
The IDB’s initiatives toward the solution of these problems are evidenced in the activities of its three windows of private sector finance
3. This recommendation is similar to one in IDB External Advisory Group (2002, section V.5).
4. See Birdsall and Kapur (2005) for further details on the functioning of this type of instrument.
5. Elsewhere we discuss mechanisms by which the IDB could minimize the foreign exchange risk subsovereigns would assume.

We recommend
removing restrictions
on the use of IDB
resources for policybased loans
Create a hassle-free
loan for countries well
along in the reform
process
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Table 1

Functions of the three windows of IDB private sector finance

Private Sector Department

Inter-American Investment Corporation

Multilateral Investment Fund

On the IDB balance sheet ($40 billion of capital) it lends to private agents
(providing no more than 25 percent of the total lending) primarily in support of private investment in infrastructure and the development of domestic capital markets.
With its own balance sheet (about $0.5 billion in assets) it provides loans
and equity in support of expansion and modernization of the small and
medium enterprise sector. These activities are conducted with its own
funds and instruments or in association with other lenders or investors.
A $1.2 billion grant facility funded by contributions from member governments, this trust fund uses grants and equity investments to demonstrate
new ways to develop micro and small enterprise, build worker skills,
strengthen environmental management, and improve the functioning of
financial and other markets.

(table 1). Each of these windows is making an important contribution, yet
much more is still needed. In particular, the portion of the IDB’s balance
sheet associated with the private sector is still insignificant, currently at
about 4 percent of loans. Moreover, the IDB finds it difficult to compete
against other sources of private funding because its efforts to provide services to the private sector are segmented and poorly coordinated.

To more effectively support the private sector and nonsovereigns,
we recommend:
• Removing the present quantitative restriction on IDB lending to the
private sector and to other nonsovereign entities (that private sector
assets not exceed 10 percent of total IDB outstanding assets).6
• Commissioning, by the president, an independent survey of the costs
and bureaucratic obstacles of doing business with the private sector
window of the IDB. Potential measures to reduce costs and delays in
this window should also be assessed. In addition, the survey should
address potential overlaps, gaps, or inefficiencies derived from the
existence of three different windows with related functions. The
results of the survey should be publicly available.
• Considering of a strategy for establishing country-based institutions
that would work with firms in the development and diffusion of technologies. IDB support for research and development should be conditional on the widespread availability of the innovations as regional
public goods. Furthermore, the IDB could establish a system of rewards
for transforming ideas and scientific findings into practical solutions.
3. Help members deal with exchange rate and other risks, in
part through actively managing IDB liabilities
Many governments and firms in Latin America and the Caribbean confront
significant exchange rate risk due to a sizeable currency mismatch in their
balance sheets. The roots of the problem are the limited development of
long-term financing denominated in domestic currencies and, in parallel,
6. Although the restriction is currently not binding, it sends the wrong signals about the scope of the
IDB’s future involvement with the private sector.
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the missing markets for instruments to hedge currency risk.7 This risk
exposure is aggravated by volatile external conditions that are reflected
over time in significant changes in real exchange rates.
The IDB has traditionally used only the asset side of its balance sheet
through its lending operations, while the liability side has been passively
managed with the single goal of minimizing the costs of raising financing
in the international capital markets. The region would benefit if the IDB
devised ways to actively manage its liabilities in order to complete markets. This could be achieved by helping to price risk, disseminating information about local currencies, and supporting the development of hedging
markets and regional commodity and futures exchanges.

In helping members to deal with exchange rate and other external
risks, we recommend:
• Issuing in the international capital markets, long-term AAA bonds in
local currencies or indexed to domestic price indices—and for different maturities. This could help to create a benchmark yield curve and
to develop hedging instruments. For example, IDB bonds with AAA
rating issued under New York law would make it possible to separate
currency risk from sovereign and convertibility risks. The bonds in
domestic currency, nominal or real (CPI indexed), could be used to
provide insurance against exchange rate risk. Issuing domestic currency bonds would not necessarily imply that the IDB takes exchange
risk into its balance sheet; the IDB could either lend in domestic currency the amount raised in local currency bonds or offer medium- and
long-term cross-currency swaps.8
• Exploring, together with members, the benefits of developing markets for bonds indexed to a variety of variables including, for instance,
commodity prices or U.S. economic growth. These instruments
would be useful in dealing with risks such as terms of trade and external demand volatility, where hedging instruments need to be developed. When appropriate, the IDB could also help members to design
such instruments.
• Exploring the provision of public sector credit guarantees denominated in the region’s local currencies.9 This would help sovereign
issuers in one country gain access to capital markets of other countries within the region. These guarantees could also help promote the
securitization of public sector assets and deepen the integration and
size of regional capital markets.

7. It is important to note, however, that not all countries are in a position to issue debt in their own currency for all maturities because market perceptions on macroeconomic risk would result in prohibitively
high borrowing costs. In this case, it is more reasonable to focus efforts on reducing exchange rate risk.
8. Lending would contribute directly to improving the structure of risks among its debtors. In offering
currency swaps, the IDB would cover the exchange risk arising from borrowing in local currencies by
offering medium- and long-term currency swaps that would convert the financing back to dollars. This
operation would allow local debtors to convert their dollar liabilities into domestic currency liabilities,
thus encouraging the development of a market for hedging exchange risk.
9. This is in line with the recommendation made in IDB External Advisory Group (2002).

The IDB should
explore the provision
of public sector
credit guarantees
denominated in the
region’s local
currencies
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The president needs
to obtain from the
shareholders a new
mandate and the
approval for the
allocation of
significant additional
resources to fully
implement a serious
and comprehensive
integration program

4. Obtain a clear mandate with adequate financing for a
serious regional integration program
Regional integration in Latin America and the Caribbean, particularly of
energy and transportation systems, is extremely poor and undermines the
region’s competitiveness in the global economy. Political risks, including
lack of a shared regulatory framework, discourage investment in regional
infrastructure, forestalling projects that would otherwise contribute to
higher growth. Regional integration in areas other than infrastructure, such
as trade and finance, also suffers from important weaknesses. The IDB can
help to address these problems by creating a serious and comprehensive
regional integration program. The president needs to obtain from the
shareholders both a new, clear mandate and the approval for the allocation of significant additional resources to fully implement such a program.
To carry out the mandate for regional integration, we recommend
the establishment of new and creative instruments, including:
• New loan and guarantee products for multicountry investments by
borrowers. These new instruments could take a number of forms.
The IDB could offer political insurance to potential investors in multicountry projects, while using its leverage to strengthen international
cooperation among governments in order to reduce the cost of the
guarantees. Or it could establish multilateral facilities similar to those
extended by the Corporación Andina de Fomento and the Banco
Centro-Americano de Integración Economica, using regional funding for regional development that creates an enhanced feeling of
ownership. One possibility is to establish facilities funded by the
same members that are the beneficiaries of the loans to finance
regional infrastructure. This highly flexible instrument allows countries to make multiyear commitments for joint infrastructure projects
minimizing the individual political risk associated, for instance, with
the change of government in one of the countries involved. This type
of facility could be also used to fund and coordinate multicountry
infrastructure projects that are desirable from a regional perspective
but where the benefits may not accrue directly to the country where
be investment is made (for instance, construction of a road that provides ocean access for country A in country B but passes through
country C).
• A regional fund directed at supporting integration, at least partly
through grants.10 Contributions to the fund could come in equal
parts from nonborrowers and from an annual allocation of net
income from lending operations or income from interest on IDB capital. The fund could operate like a trust fund, with shared governance between contributors, major borrowers, and the low-income
countries that are beneficiaries of the Fund for Special Operations.11
10. The size of the fund needs to be significantly large to be relevant. For example, the fund could accumulate between $1 billion and $2 billion in a five-year period.
11. A similar proposal can be found in Birdsall and Kapur (2005).
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The argument for using grants is to avoid coordination problems
associated with attributing the cost of loans to different borrowers
(which the above proposals for new approaches are meant to minimize in the case of large infrastructure projects). The resources
from the fund could finance regional programs, including the coordination of efforts to prevent diseases and plagues following the
recommendations of international sanitation bodies. Fund
resources could also finance technical assistance to upgrade and
subsequently integrate national payments systems to reduce multicountry transaction costs.

5. Fully realize the IDB’s potential as a regional
knowledge bank
Among the key challenges facing the IDB is finding ways to assist governments in channeling a large variety of public demands into policy
responses that are conducive to growth, reduced corruption, and
improved equity. Achieving this goal requires making excellent performance the sole criterion for staff appointments at all levels. It is reasonable to expect that over time staff composition will reflect the large number
of IDB member countries. However, members—both borrowers and nonborrowers—have traditionally put pressure on the president to make specific senior appointments from specific countries. Fortunately, in this
regard the IDB has been moving in the right direction during the last 15
years: there has been an increasing emphasis on merit and transparency
in personnel choices at working levels. We are further encouraged by the
new president’s most recent senior appointments, which appear to be
based on relevant experience and expertise while still achieving adequate
balance among nationalities.
The IDB cannot fully exploit its highly qualified human capital base
unless certain deficiencies in the current organizational structure are
removed. For example, borrowers would benefit from further reallocation
of economists and technical experts to country offices, since this deepens
dialogue and increases staff understanding of local country constraints.12
In addition, specialists with similar expertise are spread across different
departments, inhibiting the creation of a critical mass that facilitates institutional learning. While there is no such a thing as an ideal organizational
structure, we applaud the new president’s initiative to revisit the current
structure in the light of new challenges and opportunities.
To serve more effectively as a knowledge bank, the IDB needs to
consider:
• Strengthening the role of the research department in shaping the
IDB’s position on the most imperative issues of the region. More
broadly, the chief economist and head of the research department
should assist the IDB’s leadership in developing a strategy to achieve
12. There is evidence that this approach has yielded positive results in the World Bank during the last
decade.

Make excellent
performance the sole
criterion for staff
appointments at all
levels
The IDB cannot fully
exploit its highly
qualified human
capital base unless
important deficiencies
in the current
organizational
structure are
corrected
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To help countries cope
with global volatility,
the IDB should be the
region’s voice in
promoting and
implementing the
reform of the
international financial
architecture

inclusive growth in Latin America and the Caribbean. This role is especially important given our recommendation below that the president
seek a mandate for a greater role for the IDB in central matters regarding the international financial architecture.
• Charging for technical assistance services. The benefits of having
every specialized technical unit selling its expertise to member countries are twofold. First, introducing market discipline in the provision of
these services would provide valuable information regarding the real
demand for them. Second, charging for technical assistance would
eliminate the need to recover costs from lending operation net income,
thus reducing pressure to lend merely to increase net income.
• Establishing in partnership with borrowers (for example, with combined IDB and borrower financing) specialized regional institutes or
centers to generate and preserve technical knowledge where members need continued assistance. Examples of such specialized knowledge include health, education, environment, debt management, trade
negotiations, tax systems and administration, and auditing and procurement, among others. These centers of regional expertise could
help to shape IDB projects and programs.13 They should be ready to
work with all levels of national and subnational governments. Specialized regional centers would strengthen the IDB’s authority in regional
policy debates and contribute to building stronger links and exchange
of experiences among member country governments and the private
sector, as well as with other multilateral institutions.

6. Get a mandate to help shape a new international
financial architecture
International capital flows have become central to the international environment faced by Latin American and Caribbean economies—and most
of them have already suffered volatility in external financing at one time or
another. Even those countries carrying out prudent policies have been
severely affected by capital flow volatility through contagion. External
volatility reduces the effectiveness of reforms and the capacity to finance
the inclusive social programs central to poverty reduction (and critical to
meeting the Millennium Development Goals). Thus, a central challenge for
the IDB is to help countries cope with the volatile international financial
environment by providing limited emergency financing (see the discussion
under recommendation 1). More important, it can serve as the region’s
voice in promoting and implementing the reform of the international financial architecture.
To contribute to shaping the reform of the international financial
architecture, we recommend that:
• The IDB president obtain a mandate from the shareholders for active
participation in all international forums where various aspects of the
13. These centers and their funding need to be part of the comprehensive regional integration program
discussed in recommendation 4.
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international financial architecture are debated. Among other steps,
the president should formally request that the IDB become a full member of the International Monetary and Financial Committee and the
World Bank Development Committee.14 The IDB should also participate in other relevant discussions, be those at the Bank for International Settlements, the Basel Committee, the Financial Stability
Forum or in G-8 and G-20 discussions of the international financial
architecture. With the support of the board, the president and staff
should provide an independent view that reflects the interests of Latin
American and Caribbean countries and is directed at modifying the
international financial architecture so as to mitigate the risks of contagion and attain a more stable financial environment.
• The IDB take leadership in ensuring collaboration with the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank in designing proposals to
reduce financial contagion. One proposal worth exploring refers to a
facility directed at limiting the contagion effects of external crisis by
smoothing out the value of an index of bond prices of emerging markets countries that have met certain prequalifying criteria similar to
the now-defunct Contingent Credit Line of the International Monetary
Fund.15 The intervention would consist of swapping the emerging
market bonds in the index for U.S. Treasury bills whenever bond
prices move out of a certain band.16 Other possible instruments for
supporting debtor countries include the recently proposed Stability
and Growth Facility to support highly indebted middle-income countries that meet basic conditionality on macroeconomic stability and
social targets, with subsidized loans from the International Monetary
Fund or World Bank. The IDB could also participate in this financing
with approval of its members.17
• The IDB president put back in the international agenda the discussion
on the desirability of agreeing on an explicit set of rules for sovereign
debt restructuring.18 Recent experiences in the region show that a long
period of difficulties and uncertainties result after a sovereign default.
A more expeditious resolution would require that failed debtors have
incentives to comply with the set rules, under the expectation that this
behavior would result in access to external financing at lower cost.
Similarly, the IDB should assist member countries in upgrading
national bankruptcy rules so as to meet international standards.

14. The United Nations Development Programme has recently become a full member. Regional development banks are currently “observers.”
15. See International Monetary Fund (2004).
16. The operational details and funding of this facility should be defined in the international discussion to
reform the international financial architecture.
17. Dervis and Birdsall (forthcoming) propose this concessional facility to help high-debt countries
reduce their debt, maintain a sound fiscal stance and move more rapidly toward achieving the Millennium Development Goals. See Forbes (forthcoming) for a discussion of sovereign issues linked to commodity prices and other uncertain factors.
18. See International Monetary Fund (2002).

Obtain a mandate
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